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1. Teaching Positions Available
Oxbridge Summers is recruiting tutors (and an Academic Director) for a summer
program for female highschool students in Saudi Arabia in August (July 28th –
August 19th). We are seeking female candidates for these roles for reasons of
cultural norms.
We are committed to recruiting either recent PhD holders or Doctoral candidates
from Oxford University from the following disciplines:
Life and physical sciences
Engineering
IT & Computer science
Salary is highly competitive. Fluency in English is assumed.
If you are interested please send your CV, and any queries you may have, to this
email address: recruitment@alpha1education.com.
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2. Participants needed for psycholinguistics experiment
We are currently recruiting participants for a psycholinguistics experiment that will
take place in the Language & Brain Laboratory of the University of Oxford. The
experiment will last between 45 to 60 minutes and will involve reading English
sentences and answering questions about the sentences on a computer screen.
During the experiment, your eye movements while reading will be recorded by
means of non-invasive eye tracking. You will receive £8/hour for your time. The
only requirement is that you are a native speaker of English with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
If you are interested or have any questions, please email yhuen.khor@lingphil.ox.ac.uk
------------3. Room to let
We are a lovely shared 5-bedroom house with mixed genders/nationalities/sense of
political correctness. We are looking for new housemates, preferably a graduate
students like us. Ideally, you’d be:
Social and easy going
Clean (or ze German in the house will get you)
With a sense of humour above German average.
Cooking skills above English average.
We are well-placed near Cowley Road (Magdalen Road), with cafes and pubs within
pyjama distance. Homely kitchen, cosy living room, 2 bathrooms, dishwasher,
washing machine. Our garden is ideal for summer barbecues. We have two rooms:
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one room available from mid-may, and one from mid-july.
We want to create a fun and inviting community, so good personality fit is key.
Please reply to Malte (malte.kaller@pmb.ox.ac.uk) telling us a bit about yourself
and answer the following questions:
1) What type of music do you sing in the shower? (we assume you shower)
2) If you’re on a desert island, what 3 things would you take with you?
3) Do you believe in the Loch Ness monster?
4) If you could have lunch with one famous/historical person, who would you
choose and why?
5) What movie/book best describes your life?
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